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“Ask where the good road is; the godly paths...Travel there, and you will find rest for your souls…” Jeremiah 6:16, LB

NEVER STOP EXPECTING DIVERSE STREAMS EVEN IN ADVERSE TIMES
Not everyone is in a recession. The effects of it may surround them, but not affect them because it is
not in them. They must believe recession can’t catch up with them. Since it is not an accepted
excuse, it cannot be imposed on them. When you believe something cannot change its course, you
literally shutoff your capability to progress. You stop your pursuit to just wait. If your demand is
greater than your supply, don’t move into inactivity. There may be a desert now, but that does not
mean streams can’t flow into it. Most innovations are birthed after something is lacking. Ignite the
seed you already possess. Envision the harvest when you place your seeds in God’s hand. Grow your
expectation that there is more than one revenue stream. Just outside the Garden of Eden, there was
gold to expand and four heads of abundantly supplying rivers in Genesis 2:8-17: Pison (to spread);
Gihon (to gush forth); Hiddekel (rapid); and Euphrates (to break forth). Overflowing are the rivers
of God on incorruptible seed sufficient enough for any desert. Isaiah 43:18-19 is for you: God will
surpass the children of Israel’s deliverance from Pharaoh through the Red Sea on dry ground, i.e., the
adversary cannot catch up with you to force you to do more with less. No doubt, recession is
oppression. At the crossroads of being overthrown, please know God has a new image of diverse
streams that rapidly break forth to gush out so you to spread out, even before you experience it. He
promises “...I will even make a way in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert.” Don’t let the lack of
pursuit detain you until you are totally immobilized. Read the blog entry: Diversity of Expectation.

ALWAYS RECEIVE GOD’S ENDORSEMENT FOR EXPANSION FIRST
When Isaac experienced famine in Genesis 26th chapter, he kept moving forward. After setting up
residence in Gerar, he had thoughts of going on to Egypt just like his father Abraham did during a
previous famine. Instead, he honored God’s instruction rather than family tradition. You cannot be
everywhere but the somewhere you are positioned should always receive God’s endorsement. Because Isaac was at the right place at the right time doing the right thing, right, he received 100 times
(not 100%) the amount of the seed sown. From the Scriptures, it appears he became the richest man
in town. Not only did God bless Isaac, but he also became richer and richer. Psalm 112:3 is God’s
endorsement to you as one who passionately honors the Lord. “Wealth and riches shall be in his
house; and his righteousness endureth forever.” Wealth and riches are defined as your capacity to
accumulate more than enough in your container (no matter how many or how large) for redistribution to serve a God-purpose. If Isaac had received a huge harvest without God blessing him to expand it honorably, his lack of integrity would have reduced it to some form of corruption. Development to handle financial gain is the test we all must pass because it reveals how we distribute one
dollar is how we will distribute a million. Don’t just wish for more. Set goals to gain financial intelligence from heaven to influence the earth. From that, will flow durable riches with righteousness.

PRAISE SOWN BIRTHS SUPERNATURAL BREAKOUT
Every place has an economy. Where you live may be experiencing a slowdown of sorts. However, it
is possible to sow into and reap from another economy. Wash off the limits and break through the
ceiling. The kingdom of God does not experience recession: it operates within you with Jesus as the
head. While the world’s system of supply and demand is interdependent, the kingdom of God’s supply is independent of it. “And God is able to make all grace (every favor and earthly blessing) come
to you in abundance, so that you may always and under all circumstances and whatever the need be
self-sufficient [possessing enough to require no aid or support and furnished in abundance for every
good work and charitable donation,]” II Corinthians 9:8, Amplified. Just because recession symptoms appear in one economy does not mean when you plant seeds into another economy they won’t
come up. You may need to enlarge your territory by seeding into another ground. In Isaiah 54:1-8,
the forsaken, barren widow was instructed to do something she had never done before to produce
something she never had before. Praising the Lord of Harvest at the top of her lungs produced more
fertility because she acknowledged her source of multiplication. It declared no man could stop her
breaking out: she was no longer a widow, barren, or forsaken. Ground Zero cannot remain unproductive when you direct your praise into heaven’s economy. Isaiah 54:3 in the Living Bible declares,
“For you will soon be bursting at the seams...” Listen to blog entry: Music Release/Due Season.
Download your free copy of Power to Get Wealth by Kathryn Joy Foster’s at www.epagesoflife.com
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Thought for Transformation

Lack of giving robs God of
an opportunity to prove himself to you. Giving tithes and
offerings is your best financial defense for a good or
bad economy. As you sow,
appropriate the Word daily
that applies to sustaining
and restoring your supply.
Committing at least 10% of
your gross income to God
qualifies your trust in him. It
demonstrates operating in
the kingdom of God’s financial system by removing
yourself from the kingdom of
this world’s system. God’s
role in the tithes and offerings is to rebuke the devourer for your sake whether
it is to protect or recover.
Make room for the promised
heaven’s open windows.
Your giving cannot compare
to God’s military defense.
The Zero Factor Overturned

Recall this truth often. Nothing plus nothing equals nothing. Nothing times nothing
equals nothing. Nothing minus nothing equals nothing.
And nothing divided by nothing equals nothing. That last
statement is said to be indefinable according to my statistician friend. You must
have something to sow, even
if it appears too small. Small
hinges swing open big doors.
Spread Your Dream Seeds

God sows his dream. Settle it
in the ground of your heart.
Hedge with Jesus’ blood to
secure it. Share the opportunity to sprinkle the ground
with others. Don’t be surprised how they get involved
to help bring it to pass.

